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A Time Of Exercise
Dorothee Frank

The first of these exercises took place recently in front of the eyes of Europe. For
the first time, the Russian Navy practised
with the Russian Air Force in the Mediterranean. According to TASS, 24 ships, 2
submarines and 34 aircraft took part in the
manoeuvre from September 1-8. According
to Admiral Vladimir Korolyov, Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Navy, the flagship was the guided missile cruiser Marshal
Ustinov of the North Fleet. According to
Korolyov, the aim of the exercises was submarine and air defence, protection of sea
supply lines, fight against piracy, assistance
for ships in distress, practical missile firing
and artillery firing. This manoeuvre is particularly interesting because, according to
Russian sources, it severely disrupted the
route of American air attacks on Syria. After all, Russia – as is customary with military exercises – had also designated the
affected area as dangerous for shipping
and flights in accordance with international
laws.
The other exercise, Vostok 2018, which began on September 11, really deserves the
title of a large-scale exercise. “The Vostok
2018 manoeuvres have kicked off in the
territory of the Far East and Pacific Ocean
water zones on September 11-17 in accordance with the Russian Armed Forces
under the leadership of the General of
the Army Sergei Shoigu,” the Russian Ministry of Defence declared. “Troops will
train warfare of joint groups in order to

(Photo: Russian Ministry of Defence)

This autumn seems to be an autumn of superlatives, at least when looking at the military exercises of NATO
and Russia. Who exactly started this “race” is depending on the source, but at least both blocs seem to want
to outbid each other almost every month. Of course, such exercises are planned well in advance, but since
both sides are likely to have learned early enough about the intentions of the other side thanks to good intelligence, this concentration can hardly be a coincidence.

ensure military security of the Russian Federation. The main objectives of the manoeuvres are to check readiness of command and control bodies when planning
and regrouping troops, cooperation of
ground forces and the Navy, improve skills
of commanders and staffs in command and
control (C2) when preparing and conducting combat actions.”
In addition to Russia, Chinese units are
also taking part in the exercise. This adds
up to a total of some 300,000 personnell
to take part in manoeuvres. More than
1,000 aircraft, helicopters and unmanned
aerial vehicles, up to 36,000 tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, armoured personnel
carriers and other vehicles and about 80
ships and support vessels will be involved.
It is thus the largest Russian exercise in

40 years. The Russian Ministry of Defence
writes: “The manoeuvres will be held in
two stages: during the first stage the troops
will complete deployment in the Far East,
augment forces of the Navy in Northern
and Far Eastern maritime zones, practise
joint actions and all-round support of combat actions. During the second stage, commanders and staffs will practise C2 of combined units to train defensive and offensive
warfare. Main episodes of the manoeuvres
will be held at the training grounds of the
Eastern Military District: Tsugol, Bamburovo, Radigino, Uspenovsky, Bikinsky, and
also at the air force and air defence test
grounds − Litovko, Novoselskoye, Telemba and Bukhta Anna, in the waters of the
Bering and Okhotsk seas, Avachinsky and
Kronotsky bays.”
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SACT Change Of Command
(df) On September 11 a new Supreme Allied Commander Transformation (SACT)
has entered office. During the ceremony
at Naval Support Activity Hampton Roads,
Norfolk, Virginia, General Denis Mercier
(French Air Force), Supreme Allied Commander Transformation, changed respon-

The host nation, the Norwegian Ministry
of Defence, describes Trident Juncture as
follows: “The exercise is a so-called scripted exercise, which means it will be played
out according to a pre-written manuscript.
The land exercise will primarily train the
tactical units and will take place in central and eastern Norway. During the exercise, a northern force and a southern force
will play against each other. The northern
force is led by NATO’s Allied Land Command and has forces from the Norwegian
Brigade Nord and brigades from Canada
and Sweden. In addition, there will be an
amphibious warfare force from the U.S.
Marine Corps. The southern force will be
led by the I. German/Dutch Corps and consists of brigades from Germany, Italy, and
the United Kingdom. Both headquarters
will be established at Camp Jørstadmoen in
Lillehammer. The Norwegian Home Guard
participates with rapid-reaction forces and
other personnel. The battle will be played
out in two phases. From October 31 to
November 3, the northern force will attack the south force, supported by an am-

phibious operation from the U.S. Marine
Corps. From November 4-7, the southern
force will gain the initiative and carry out
a counter-attack against the northern
force.”
Frictions with Russia are not caused by
the size or aim of the exercise, but by the
location. Trident Juncture will take place
from October 25 to November 7 in Norway, Baltic Sea and North Atlantic. Russia’s
Arctic Ambassador Vladimir Barbin even
announced possible countermeasures by
Russia. To counter the expansion of NATO
activities in the Arctic region, Russia has
already established an Arctic group and
a unified strategic command within the
Northern Fleet. In addition, a new base
was recently established in the northern
Russian town of Tiksi. At the ground-breaking ceremony, Admiral Nikolay Yevmenov,
Commander of the Northern Fleet, said:
“We plan to station an air defence unit in
Tiksi that will enter the 45th Army. These
are telecommunications and air defence
missile troops. They will seal off Arctic airspace like a dome.”

sibility with
General André
Lanata
(French Air
Force).
Lanata was
born on October 10, 1961

and entered the French École de l’air in
1981. In 1984, he became a Hunter Pilot on
the Mirage F1C4, then in 1985 he became
the Squadron Commander of the Escadron
de Reconnaissance 1/33 Belfort. After several other stations Lanata became Chief of
Staff of the French Air Force in 2015.
www.nato.int
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Also, according to the Russian Ministry of
Defence, a new type of Russian airborne
forces will take part in Vostok 2018 manoeuvres: “In the main stage of the exercises,
an airborne assault brigade will take part,
having an experimental organizational structure equipped with integrated automated control systems for troops, the latest weapons and special equipment. The
airborne forces participating in the Vostok
2018 manoeuvres are represented by the
operational-tactical grouping, which includes divisions of three assault formations
− from Ulyanovsk, the Republic of Buryatia
and the Primorsky Territory. Servicemen
and special equipment of the separate
airborne signal regiment deployed in the
Moscow region also take part in the manoeuvres.”
Compared with Vostol 2018, NATO’s next
major exercise – which in turn caused frictions with Russia due to its location − is
rather small. According to NATO, Trident
Juncture 2018 is “NATO’s biggest exercise
in recent years, with participation from
more than 30 countries. The exercise will
train the Very High Readiness Joint Task
Force and the NATO Response Force 2019
(NRF 2019).” NATO continues: “Bringing together more than 40,000 troops and equipment from more than 30 countries for the
Trident Juncture exercise will be an enormous logistical undertaking, led by NATO’s
Joint Force Command Naples. Some 130 logisticians are working on determining the
best air, land and sea routes for the deployments, and facilitating the deployments.”
130 aircraft, 70 vessels and some 10,000+
vehicles are to complement the exercise.

(Photo: Norwegian Ministry of Defence)
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Technology
$2 Billion For Artificial Intelligence

(df) “Once the next-generation GPS III satellites begin launching later this year, a
series of updates to the current ground
control system from Lockheed Martin will
help the U.S. Air Force gain early command
and control of the new satellites for testing and operations,” Lockheed Martin announced. In 2016 and 2017, the Air Force

Coyote In UAV Defence
(df) Supacat is displaying its HMT 600 tactical support vehicle, best known as Coyote, in an anti-UAV defence role for the first
time at DVD (September 19-20, Millbrook
Proving Ground, UK). It will be installed
with AUDS (Anti-UAV defence system)
supplied by Chess Dynamics and the AUDS
Team.
The company also announced that in November an AUDS mounted Coyote will participate in Autonomous Warrior – the 2018

placed Lockheed Martin under two contracts, called GPS III Contingency Operations (COps) and M-Code Early Use (MCEU),
which directed the company to upgrade
the existing Architecture Evolution Plan
(AEP) Operational Control System (OCS),
which operates today’s GPS constellation.
These upgrades to the AEP OCS are intended to serve as gap fillers prior to the

entire GPS constellation’s operational transition to the next generation Operational
Control System (OCX) Block 1, now in development. In April 2018, the Air Force approved Lockheed Martin’s critical design for
MCEU, essentially providing a “green light”
for the company to proceed with software
development and systems engineering.
www.lockheedmartin.com

Army Warfighting Experiment, which will
test how Robotic and Autonomous Systems
(RAS) can be exploited in the Land Environment and assess their ability to reduce the
danger to troops during combat.
AUDS is in service with the U.S. forces in
both its field mast configuration and has
also been installed on Stryker vehicles.
It has over 700 confirmed “kills” and has
been on continuous combat operations
since it deployed almost 2 years ago. It is
designed to disrupt and neutralise unman-

ned aerial vehicles (UAVs), remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) or unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) engaged in hostile
airborne surveillance and potentially lethal
activity.
www.supacat.com

(Graphic: Supacat)

Next Generation GPS Satellites

lities, and their training must cover every
eventuality, which is not only costly, but
ultimately impossible. We want to explore
how machines can acquire human-like
communication and reasoning capabilities,
with the ability to recognise new situations
and environments and adapt to them.”
According to the agency DARPA is currently
pursuing more than 20 programmes that
are exploring ways to advance the state-ofthe-art in AI, pushing beyond second-wave
machine learning techniques towards contextual reasoning capabilities. “In addition, more than 60 active programmes are

(Photo: General Dynamics)

(df) Untill now Artificial Intelligence (AI)
has still several limitations. Especially its
dependency on large amounts of high quality training data, the lack to adapt to changing conditions, limited performance guarantees and that AI is not able to provide
explanations of results are still an obstacle.
To address these limitations the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DARPA invests $2 billion in the “AI Next”
campaign. This campaign especially wants
to invest in programmes that explore new
theories and applications that could make
it possible for machines to adapt to changing situations.
“With AI Next, we are making multiple
research investments aimed at transforming computers from specialised tools to
partners in problem-solving,” said DARPA’s
Director Dr. Steven H. Walker. “Today, machines lack contextual reasoning capabi-

applying AI in some capacity, from agents
collaborating to share electromagnetic
spectrum bandwidth to detecting and patching cyber vulnerabilities. Over the next
12 months, DARPA plans to issue multiple
Broad Agency Announcements for new
programmes that advance the state of the
art in AI,” the agency announced.
Under AI Next, key areas to be explored
may include automating critical DoD business processes, such as security clearance
vetting in a week or accrediting software
systems in one day for operational deployment; improving the robustness and reliability of AI systems; enhancing the security
and resiliency of machine learning and AI
technologies; reducing power, data, and
performance inefficiencies; and pioneering
the next generation of AI algorithms and
applications, such as “explainability” and
common sense reasoning.
www.darpa.mil
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Modular Rifle Stock
(df) BCB International announced that
production of a versatile rifle stock –
the FRAMM modular stock - has been
launched. This stock enables operatives
to discharge their firearms while wearing
a ballistic helmet with the visor fully lowered. BCB International first unveiled the
FRAMM modular stock at DSEI 2017.
“Production has been launched for the H&K
G36, B&T 40x46 and HK-UMP variants of
the stock,” said BCB International’s FRAMM

Rheinmetall Delivers Additional
Trucks To Australia
(df) Rheinmetall has won another major
order in Australia, the company announced
last week. The contract covers delivery of
more than a thousand additional military
trucks and modules and is worth €430

Project Manager, Philippe Minchin. “In the
near future we plan to start the production
of FRAMM variants for FN HERSTAL-SCAR,
HK-MP5 A2, HK-MP5K-PDW, BERETTA-ARX
160, REMINGTON-ACR, CZ-805 A1 BREN,
SIG SAUER-550/551.., SIG SAUER MCX,
B&T-APC556. The FRAMM is good news
for law enforcement professionals because it removes the inconvenience for
both non-visored and visored officers of
having to alternate between different
buttstocks to fit the situations they are

faced with. At a press of a button,
the FRAMM enables a firearms officer to switch from
a classic straight stock alignment to a lowered setting of
their choosing;
thereby eliminating the risk of
their helmet visors or
gas respirator
masks interfering with the shouldering, aiming and firing of their weapon.”
www.bcbin.com

million. “This follow-up order is of great
strategic significance to us, providing an
excellent reference for other important international projects,” said Rheinmetall’s CEO
Armin Papperger. “It reflects Australia’s
satisfaction with our performance and the
quality of our vehicles. Rheinmetall’s latest

success in the Asia-Pacific region proves
that our products are at the cutting edge of
technology, and that the customer see in
us a proven and reliable partner, fully capable of carrying out sophisticated large-scale
projects.”
www.rheinmetall-defence.com

components such as Cummins motors and
Allison gearboxes, and which is the basis
for numerous variants.
From the 155mm ammunition range MSM
has recently introduced its latest development, the hybrid 155mm HE-RA/BB. This
round delivers its warhead out to 56.2km
maximum range. The mix of rocket assistance and base bleed aerodynamic management is not new, but the MSM round
extends the range of most 39, 45 and 52 calibre 155mm gun howitzers by some 10km:
in effect 39 calibre gun howitzers will offer
the same range as 52 calibre systems with
“traditional” ERFB-BB projectiles.
It is not suggested that the 155mm HE-RA/
BB ammunition should replace existing HE
artillery rounds, but it can complement
existing ammunition/gun systems to give
greater engagement ranges without special training or logistics. A typical 155mm

HE-RA/BB engagement should see friendly assets being well beyond the range of
conventional counter-battery assets, or
alternatively permits greater penetration
into rear-echelon areas: terminal effects
(blast, fragmentation, penetration) are as
for a standard round, with excellent results
against structures.
Manufactured by the ZVS subsidiary of
MSM Group (founded in 1927) the 155
HE-RA/BB round offers outstanding range
as well as top quality and reliability, and
the company offers an intriguing cost-effectiveness proposal: Eastern Europe is
very well known for both properties. Since
2009 MSM Group has enjoyed the benefit
of investment by the Czech conglomerate
CSG, the latter’s part-ownership also providing access to an additional, equally highly
qualified workforce and to a vast historical,
technical documentation archive.
The company itself has identified several export markets for the 155 HE-RA/BB
round, including Africa, where its blend of
quality and price will present a compelling
and challenging option.
www.msm.sk

(sb) Leading Slovakian defence company
MSM GROUP Ltd. embraces numerous
subsidiaries and manufactures various
natures of ammunition, wheeled and
tracked military vehicles, radio navigation
devices and special containers as well as
being involved in helicopter pilot training
and information technology. In the 1920s,
in the western Czechoslovakian town of
Plzeň, the Škoda Works enjoyed a monopoly in the production of ammunition and the
decision was taken to build a “backup” factory in the east. The company was totally
destroyed during World War II.
After many years of intensive rebuilding
MSM Group not only produces ammunition for the Slovakian MOD, but for many
countries worldwide. The company manufactures weapons as well as ammunition, including 60mm mortars (with ranges
between 80m and 3,100m), the Hornet anti-tank weapon – a 9km range, fibre-optic
guided weapon with an 8kg tandem warhead – assorted 155mm ammunition, and
the Aligator 4x4 Master light armoured
vehicle using some widely proven western

(Graphic: MSM)

Engagement Range Over 56km
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announced. A proven, durable and reliable
STOL aircraft, the M28 aircraft can operate
from runways or airstrips inaccessible by
other airplanes, and can fly in extreme environmental conditions and temperatures
ranging from +50° C to -50° C.
“The M28 aircraft’s powerful turbo-prop
engines, a large cabin with clamshell rear
door, and the airframe’s rugged structural characteristics, will give the Ecuadorian Army a highly versatile short takeoff and landing platform with which to

perform multiple types of missions in
diverse climates,” said Adam Schierholz,
Sikorsky’s regional executive for Latin America. “We welcome Ecuador to the M28
family.”
www.lockheedmartin.com

a fully modular and scalable architecture,
both in hardware equipment and soft-

ware packages/capabilities. Sharing common logistics and life cycle support
concepts, this family includes a wide variety of possibilities of configuration adapted to the particular needs of each end
user or specific, operational requirements
and cost effectiveness trade off. These
multiscenario, multi-role radars not only
meet current NATO requirements.
www.indracompany.com

The company has therefore booked the order in its backlog and received the advance
payment relating to the contract.
Leonardo acts as overall prime contractor with responsibility for the management of the entire programme valued at

more than €3 billion to the NHI consortium. “We are proud to have made this important contract effective,” said Leonardo’s CEO Alessandro Profumo, Leonardo
CEO.
www.leonardocompany.com

conditions, assuring long endurance, high
operational availability.
During tests SpyLite demonstrated quick
operational readiness supported by launch
and recovery in high altitudes and harsh
terrains. “Its low visual and acoustic signature underlined its suitability for covert
operations,” CSS said about the results of
the tests. “Using high-end payloads, the
system delivered high quality day and night
videos, for an impressive control range and
ensured a high level of safety with automatic return home and recovery in “no communication” situations.”
“Defence and security forces around the
world have come to rely on the SpyLite’s

exceptional performance,” said NJ Joseph,
Managing Director & CEO of Cyient Solutions & Systems. “We are delighted that the
Indian Army has selected the SpyLite for its
operational requirements and feel privileged that these systems will complement
the surveillance capabilities of our armed
forces on the nation’s borders.”
www.cyientsolutionsandsystems.com

(Photo: Lockheed Martin)

(df) An M28 short takeoff and landing
(STOL) aircraft manufactured at PZL Mielec,
a facility in Poland owned by Sikorsky, has
arrived in Ecuador following a trans-Atlantic flight from Poland.
“Delivered five months after contract
award, the twin-engine turboprop will
meet the Ecuadorian Army’s need for a proven multi-role transport aircraft that can
perform in diverse climates and terrain,”
Lockheed Martin, the owner of Sikorsky,

(df) Indra announced it has signed a contract for the delivery of its 3D radar, LANZA
LRR, to the Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF). Indra’s radar will also include the delivery of
other associated equipment such as Indra’s
AirDef (an advanced air defence command
and control system). LANZA is a family of
state-of-the-art 3D radar systems based on

NH90 For Qatar
(df) Leonardo announces that the contract for the supply of 28 NH90 medium
twin-engine multirole military helicopters
to the Ministry of Defence of Qatar, signed
on March 14, 2018, has become effective.

Mini UAV For India
(df) Cyient Solutions & Systems (CSS), a
joint venture between Cyient Ltd. and
BlueBird Aero Systems, announced that
it has received its first supply order from
a unit of the Indian Army for SpyLite mini
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems
for high altitude aerial surveillance. SpyLite
is a combat-proven, electric, mini unmanned aerial system. It is optimised to offer
covert, extended range real-time visual intelligence.
The UAV is fully autonomous, from launch
to accurate parachute recovery. According
to the company the system also delivers
enhanced reliability even in severe weather

(Photo: Indra)

Indra Delivers 3D Radar to Thai
Air Force

(Photo: CSS)

From Poland To Ecuador
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Japan’s SM-3 Block IB Test

(df) The U.S. Navy awarded a $146.3 million contract to modernize the guided-missile cruiser USS GETTYSBURG (CG 64) to
BAE Systems. Under this contract the GETTYSBURG will undergo about 15 months of
work at the company’s shipyard in Norfolk,
Virginia, the ship’s homeport. The contract also includes options that, if exercised, would bring the cumulative value to
$151.3 million.
Under the new contract, BAE Systems will
upgrade the ship’s weapons and enginee-

Training For The Navy’s P-8A
Poseidon
(df) Boeing has won a contract from the
U.S. Navy to update the courseware and
software for the Navy’s P-8A Poseidon training system. This upgrade will help pilots
to train in a realistic szenario covering the
up-to-date configuration of the aircraft.
“With increasing demand for realistic training that is concurrent and affordable,
the P-8A training system gives pilots, air
crews and maintainers the most immersive environment at a fraction of the cost to
train in a P-8A,” said Admiral (ret.) Patrick

ring equipment, support the installation
of a new Aegis combat system, new communications suite and the Consolidated
Afloat Network Enterprise Systems (CANES), and renovate the crew’s living spaces
aboard the 27-year-old ship. The work is
scheduled to be complete in March 2020.
BAE Systems’ work is expected to extend
the service life of the GETTYSBURG to 2035.
“We brought a lot of expertise to bear for
a good start to the GETTYSBURG’s modernization two years ago,” said Dave Thomas,
vice president and general manager of BAE
Systems Norfolk Ship Repair. “Working

again with the Navy and our ship repair
partners, we will return the GETTYSBURG
back to the fleet in enhanced shape with
clear improvements to its operational
capability and better habitability for the
crew.”
www.baesystems.com

M. Walsh, Vice President of U.S. Navy &
Marine Corps Services for Boeing Global
Services. “Boeing is proud to provide a
high-fidelity experience that offers a seamless transition from classroom to aircraft.”
The P-8A training system provides training for both pilots and aircrews. The
aircrew training solution includes courseware, classrooms, part-task trainers and
full-fidelity simulators for both pilot and
mission crew. The maintenance training
solution includes courseware, classrooms,
hardware and virtual maintenance simula-

tors to support all U.S. Navy maintenance
certifications. The P-8A training system
allows operators to train and prepare for
missions while reducing flight hours for
the aircraft, as well as fuel costs associated with in-flight training, the company
said.
Under the four-year, $194 million agreement, Boeing will upgrade devices at three
locations for the U.S. Navy and the Royal
Australian Air Force to reflect the latest
configuration of the Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft.
www.boeing.com

(Photo: BAE Systems)

BAE Systems To Modernize USS
GETTYSBURG

the newest ballistic missile defence engagement capability of the upgraded destroyer.
Japan currently employs the SM-3 Block IA
interceptor, but the IB variant’s improved
two-color seeker and upgraded throttling
divert and attitude control system enables
engagements with a larger set of threats.
“The Standard Missile-3 family consistently
demonstrates capability against sophisticated threats, both on land and at sea,” said
Dr. Taylor W. Lawrence, Raytheon Missile
Systems President. “This test underlines
the importance of allied ballistic missile defense interoperability and the powerful results we generate when we work together
with our allies.”
www.raytheon.com

(Photo: Raytheon)

(df) Japan is now owner of one of the
newest and most powerful ballistic interception missile, the SM-3 Block IB.
The Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force
and the United States Missile Defense
Agency (MDA) announced successful intercept flight test in cooperation with the
U.S. Navy off the coast of Kauai in Hawaii.
At this test the SM-3 Block IB missile intercepted a ballistic missile target, marking the first time Japan has tested the
sophisticated interceptor as announced
by MDA.
The target missile was launched from the
Pacific Missile Range Facility in Hawaii, and
the interceptor was launched from the Japanese ship JS Atago (DDG-177), verifying
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Optimized R&S Cloud Protector
(df) Rohde & Schwarz Cybersecurity has
optimized its R&S Cloud Protector. The
solution is a cloud-based web application
firewall specially developed to protect
the application layer in the
cloud.
Originally
designed for
small
and
medium-sized businesses,

the R&S Cloud Protector security solution offers a simple and fully scalable SaaS
(Software as a Service) security solution
for enterprise customers. It protects business-critical web applications and ensures
reliable digital business processes. According to the company, R&S Cloud Protector
has now been completely redesigned and
offers a higher level of security to meet the
needs of large enterprises.
The Anti-DDoS option prevents Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks that
crash websites. R&S Cloud Protector focu-

ses on robust security, but also improves
the performance of web applications. Load
balancing and global caching optimize the
user experience and website performance,
according to the company. “The Content
Delivery Network (CDN) feature ensures
that data travels the shortest possible distance, reducing latency and accelerating
page load time,” the company said. “The
self-sustaining cloud-based web application firewall provides an optimal balance
between performance and security.”
www.cloudprotector.com

ring capabilities to provide administrators a
greater understanding of their users, data,
infrastructure, and tools, BAE Systems
said.
“The security tools and advanced machine
learning algorithms included with Splunk
Enterprise automate the analysis of our
cloud security logs, instantly alerting security administrators of potential risks,” said
Peder Jungck, Vice President and General

Manager of BAE Systems’ Intelligence Solutions business. “This is a core part of our
federated secure cloud strategy – leveraging the best security technologies on the
market to give network administrators an
unparalleled level of awareness and security control.”
According to BAE Systems the federated
secure cloud has the flexibility to operate
seamlessly on any Microsoft Azure, AWS
or on-premise cloud system, yet can be
customized to support any government organization transitioning to a secure hybrid
cloud environment and to include smaller
forward-operating units.
www.baesystems.com
www.splunk.com

automation platform. It offers safer and
secure air traffic control via multi-level
redundancies and disaster-recovery capabilities.
LeadInSky is also designed to offer a seamless control capability, merging data from
a variety of sources to deliver a complete
picture of air traffic, from the airport gates
to when aircraft are en-route to their destinations. By integrating space-based ADS-B
data into the LeadInSky ATM platform,
Leonardo will allow ANSPs to dynamically
optimize flight routes and improve airspace
management using the only global, real-time dataset of aircraft movements that
covers ADS-B equipped aircraft.

“This agreement with Aireon will further
enhance LeadInSky’s position as a leading
automation platform for ANSPs,” said Davide Cioppi, Senior Vice President, Traffic
Control Systems, Security and Information
Systems division at Leonardo. “Space-based ADS-B data will be integrated seamlessly into LeadInSky ATM system and provide
end-users with an unprecedented dataset
that can be used to enhance safety and
optimize operations throughout the ANSP.
Leonardo is ready to support the introduction to space-based ADS-B data: with a
global, real-time data set, this will change
the aviation industry as we know it.”
www.leonardocompany.com

(df) BAE Systems announced a new collaboration with Splunk Inc. to integrate Splunk
Enterprise into its government cloud solution. With this cooperation the companies
aim to secure U.S. Government clouds through machine learning.
The federated secure cloud, developed by
BAE Systems and Dell EMC, is a scalable,
hybrid cloud solution designed from the
ground up to meet both the mission needs
and security requirements for any U.S.
Intelligence Community, Department of
Defense (DoD), or federal/civilian government organization. This safe cloud arrives
embedded with multiple network-monito-

ADS-B Data For LeadInSky

(Photo: Leonardo)

(df) Leonardo has announced that it has
signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with Aireon LLC in order to integrate
space-based Automatic Dependent Broadcast (ADS-B) data into its “LeadInSky” ATM
system. LeadInSky is Leonardo’s latest-generation Air Traffic Management (ATM)

(Photo: BAE Systems)

Secure Cloud Of The U.S.
Government
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BEL Recieves ISMS Certification
(df) Navratna Defence PSU Bharat Electronics (BEL) announced it has achieved a major milestone in the realm of information
security with its Information Systems (Cor-
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“The goal is
to expand
the product
portfolio, to
accompany
the products
over the entire service
life and to continue to support the operators quickly and efficiently in case of problems.”
www.aerius-marine.com

porate) Division bagging the ISO-27001
ISMS certification. The certification has
been awarded by Bureau Veritas, an international certification agency, in recognition
of the stringent Information Security Management System (ISMS) integrated by BEL
into all its business processes.
ISMS is a framework of policies and procedures, which includes all legal, physical
and technical controls, involved in an organisation’s information risk management
processes. It is a systematic approach including people, processes and IT systems

to ensure that sensitive company information remains secure. ISO-27001 is the bestknown standard in a family of more than
a dozen standards providing requirements
for ISMS.
http://bel-india.in

(Photo: BEL)

(df) AERIUS Marine GmbH announced Dr.
Tjerk de Vries as their new CEO from September 17. Together with Ulf Meyer (CFO)
and Klaus Aulich (COO), de Vries forms the
new management team.
De Vries has gained his shipbuilding experience within the classification society
Germanischer Lloyd (GL). From 2010 to
2014, Dr. Tjerk de Vries was CTO and responsible for the classification business.

In 2014, he managed the maritime merger
between DNV and GL as integration director. In 2015, he became Regional Director
for Western Europe and Africa and was located in the DNV-GL office in London. With
Dr. Tjerk de Vries, AERIUS Marine gets the
necessary support to reposition itself in a
turbulent market.
“AERIUS Marine will continue to provide
complete solutions for marine-, cruise- and
research vessels, mega-yachts and ferries,”
the company announced at this occasion.

Cooperation On The SPACE DRONE
(df) IAI and Effective Space announced that
they have signed a term sheet for cooperation, including both technological and
financial partnerships. Under the conditions of the term sheet, Effective Space will
appoint IAI as the primary contractor of its
SPACE DRONETM spacecraft, while IAI will
work to complete the necessary approvals
for equity investment in Effective Space.
The term sheet follows more than a year of
cooperation, during which both companies
have been jointly working on the SPACE
DRONE spacecraft design.
The design of the SPACE DRONE spacecraft
is a result of decades of experience in the
field of small satellites. ‘Phase One’ services will see the spacecraft dock with exis-

(Graphic: Effective Space)

Dr. Tjerk De Vries New CEO At
AERIUS Marine

(Photo: AERIUS Marine)

Industry & Trade

ting satellites in geosynchronous Earth
orbit that are reaching the end of their
normal life expectancy. The SPACE DRONE
spacecraft will provide station-keeping and
attitude-control, relocation, deorbiting, orbit and inclination correction, and is capable of providing up to 15 years of overall
life-extension service.
www.iai.co.il
http://effective.space
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DVD2018
The theme for DVD2018 is Innovation today and tomorrow:
exploiting current capabilities more creatively and identifying novel solutions to enable Conceptual Force Land 2035. The event will
showcase the equipment and technology that can support a British Army that is fit to meet future challenges. DVD2018 will focus on
21st Century Manoeuvre and the importance of Army innovation to its future delivery and transformation.
September 19-20, Millbrook, UK

SOBRA 2018
SOBRA 2018, the 7th International Fair of Defence, Security, Protection and Rescue, will present
equipment, know-how and the most important institutions that provide defence preparedness,
citizen security as well as protection and rescue in natural and other disasters. It will offer professional exhibitions and conferences, with advice for visitors, dynamic presentations, as well as educational and social events in which
among others the Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Slovenia, the Slovenian Armed Forces, the Police will participate.
September 20-23, Gornja Radgona, Slovenia

ADEX
Azerbaijan International Defence Exhibition, ADEX, is the largest event in the region, the aim of which is to
present a wide range of military products while promoting the innovative development of the Azerbaijani military-industrial complex. The exhibition is also a platform for cooperation between foreign arms-producing companies and the Azerbaijani military departments and defence industry enterprises.
September 25-27, Baku, Azerbaijan

ХI INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AND SPACE SALON AVIASVIT-XXI
Aircraft and rocket engineering is the subject of national pride for many generations of Ukrainians and
„Aviasvit-XXI“ is the display area in Ukraine for showcasing innovative solutions and technology in this
segment. XI International Aviation and Space Salon „Aviasvit-XXI“ is a professional platform where science,
business and government meet in order to join forces to resolve global and applied objectives for the development of the international aerospace industry.
October 9-12, Kyiv, Ukraine

XV INTERNATIONAL SPECIALIZED EXHIBITION ARMS AND SECURITY
In recent years, the Ukrainian security and defence sector has gained invaluable experience whilst also
actively engaging new technologies developed by its international partners. International Exhibition “Arms
and Security” is a large-scale multi-domain exhibition for defence, homeland security, emergency and civil
protection services. The exhibition is held according to a decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
which guarantees the presence of Ukrainian top leaders and a high level of international audience.
October 9-12, Kyiv, Ukraine

it-sa
As one of the leading international trade fairs for IT security, it-sa welcomed 630
exhibitors in 2017, making it the top fair worldwide in terms of exhibitor numbers. It showcases an extensive range of IT security products and solutions including physical IT security, services, research and consulting. At it-sa and the accompanying Congress@it-sa, decision-makers and IT security experts find comprehensive information on the
latest issues in IT security.
October 9-11, Nuremberg, Germany
For a free subscription send an email to: esd.spotlight@mittler-report.de
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FUTURE FORCES FORUM
International exhibition and expert events on the latest trends and technologies in
defence and security. All events are focused on the presentation of needs of armed
and security forces, state-of-the-art technologies, R&D programmes, and business
opportunities, with interactions between all participants due to the interconnected topics. Government, international organisations,
industry, R&D institutions meet at one place. NATO and the European Defence Agency are involved in shaping the programme.
October 17 - 19, Prague, Czech Republic

TechNet Europe 2018
The two-day conference organised by AFCEA Europe in cooperation with the AFCEA Rome and Naples chapters, will be held under the patronage of the Ministry
of Defence, Italy. Representatives from some of the highest levels of the European and NATO institutional, academic and industrial world
will discuss the current situation, challenges and the various prospects of Maritime Situational Awareness.
November 6-7, Sorrento, Italy

FUTURE ARMOURED VEHICLES SURVIVABILTY
As the only event purely dedicated to the area of vehicle protection, Future Armoured Vehicles Survivability 2018 will deliver a strong focus on the relationship between current requirements, emerging technologies and how these might be leveraged to enhance force
protection.
November 13-15, London, UK

NIDV-Symposium – 30th edition
During the NIDV-Symposium and exhibition, more than 130 companies show their potential. The top political level of the Ministries of Defence, Economic Affairs, Foreign Affairs and
Security & Justice are invited. A special programme for the military attachés accredited in the Netherlands is offered. Sister organizations
of the NIDV from abroad are also invited. And last but not least, representatives of the armed forces, the police, the fire brigade, the
ambulance dispatch center, the coast guard and other public security organizations are present.
November 15, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

I/ITSEC
The Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation and Education Conference (I/ITSEC) is the world’s largest modeling,
simulation and training conference. It consists of peer-reviewed paper presentations, tutorials, special events,
professional workshops, a commercial exhibit hall, a serious games competition, and STEM events for teachers
and secondary students. I/ITSEC is organized by the National Training and Simulation Association (NTSA).
November 26-30, Orlando, USA

EDEX – Egypt Defence Expo 2018
Held under the patronage of His Excellency, President Abdel Fattah El Sisi,
President of The Arab Republic of Egypt, The Supreme Commander of The
Egyptian Armed Forces, Clarion Events is proud to present EDEX – Egypt Defence Expo 2018. The inaugural EDEX is fully supported by the Egyptian Armed
Forces and presents a brand new opportunity for exhibitors to showcase the
latest military technology, equipment and systems across land, sea & air.
3 - 5 December, 2018, New Cairo, Egypt
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